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CHANGE PARTS CABINETS
Heavy Duty Rolling Cabinets to Organize & Store All Your Change Parts 

Custom rolling cabinets that are tailored to your Genesis capper to securely house it’s change parts. Each cabinet is 
made from high grade steel and utilizes ball bearing drawer slides that allow you full, uninhibited access to the entire 
drawer. The chassis rolls on 6 inch Polyurethane wheels. Each cabinet is secured with a key that can be configured to 
unlock a single cabinet or an entire set of cabinets depending on your needs. The cabinet meets and exceeds the 5S 
standard by ensuring your change parts to stay safe, protected from damage, dust, debris, and always kept organized 
on kaizen boards for quicker change overs. 

Drawers include custom labels that are visible from across the room, which can indicate the contents of the drawers or 
what size vial the enclosed set uses. Our 60 inch cabinet supports the option for a 304 Stainless Steel top work 
surface. 

Available in 45 inch and 60 inch width sizes.
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Genesis Packaging Technologies is a Worldwide Leader in the Science and Technology of 
Parenteral Vial Sealing and Residual Seal Force Testing 
We provide advanced vial sealing equipment for the packaging of critical injectable pharmaceutical products. Genesis 
designs, develops and builds vial cappers with innovative technologies that meet the technical challenges of parenteral 
pharmaceutical packaging, assuring seal integrity and in compliance with advancing regulatory requirements for 
aseptic processing and container closure integrity. Offering our customers the tools and knowledge to consistently 
achieve container closure integrity remains our priority. 

Purchasing equipment from Genesis offers customers support from a company with over 70 years of experience 
dealing specifically with vial handling equipment and technologies. Service is available on all equipment manufactured 
by Genesis and the former Machinery Systems Division of The West Company.
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